
Right on the nose
Respironics Simplicity Nasal Mask bridges
the gap between performance and comfort.

Sometimes achieving effective

therapy can compromise comfort.

So we developed Simplicity to

eliminate pressure points, while

still delivering high performance.

Simplicity is a small, lightweight nasal mask

worn just on the tip of the nose. By having no

contact with the bridge of the nose, it helps

avoid common pressure points.As a result,

both men and women wearers can enjoy a

positive seal without irritation. Patients also

will enjoy an unobstructed view – in fact,

they can even wear their eyeglasses.

Simplicity is one more way Philips Respironics

is providing sensible solutions that help make

it easier for you to fit 100% of your patients,

100% of the time.



Respironics, Simplicity, and Softcap are trademarks of Respironics, Inc. and its affiliates, all rights reserved.Velcro is a trademark ofVelcro Industries.

Item

Simplicity mask Part number

Mask with Simplicity headgear, small 1002761

Mask with Simplicity headgear, medium 1002763

Parts and accessories Part number

Simplicity headgear 1002765

Small replacement cushion 1003681

Medium replacement cushion 1003680

Tubing assembly with Stability Clip 1004209

The exhalation port results

in quiet air flow, and its

innovative built-in design

eliminates the need for

additional valves or ports.

360˚ swivels at the top and

bottom allow tubing to twist

freely as the patient moves.

The Simplicity headgear is specially designed for a secure, comfortable fit.

Made of soft, flexible material, it features a unique five-strap design that

evenly distributes tension, adds stability, and helps to prevent mask leaks.

Velcro tabs allow easy adjustment for a custom fit.

The mask cushion is made

of soft, pliable silicone that

gently contours around the

tip of the nose to provide

a snug seal.

Flexible, lightweight tubing

is permanently attached to

the mask and connects easily

to standard circuit tubing.

The Stability Clip on the

tubing may be attached to

sleepwear or the headgear for

added support.AVelcro tab

secures placement of the clip

on the tubing.

The Deluxe Softcap

headgear is a lightweight,

streamlined mesh cap with

adjustable straps that allow

for optimal fit.
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CAUTION: US federal law restricts these devices to sale by or on the order of a
physician.
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